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Abstract In statistical language models, how to integrate diverse linguistic knowledge in a

general framework for long-distance dependencies is a challenging issue. In this paper, an improved

language model incorporating linguistic structure into maximum entropy framework is presented.

The proposed model combines trigram with the structure knowledge of base phrase in which

trigram is used to capture the local relation between words, while the structure knowledge of base

phrase is considered to represent the long-distance relations between syntactical structures. The

knowledge of syntax, semantics and vocabulary is integrated into the maximum entropy framework.

Experimental results show that the proposed model improves by 24% for language model perplexity

and increases about 3% for sign language recognition rate compared with the trigram model.

Keywords maximum entropy, language model, base phrase identi�cation, sign language

recognition

1 Introduction

Statistical language models (SLM) are the at-

tempt to capture regularities of natural language

by a large amount of training data for improv-

ing the performance of various natural language

applications[1]. SLM is used in a variety of language

technology applications such as speech recognition,

sign language recognition, handwriting recognition,

machine translation and spelling correction. All

applications of SLM can be modeled as follows.

Given a signal A, the goal is to �nd the sentence

S� that maximizes the posterior P (SjA) : S� =

argmax
S

P (SjA) = argmax
S

P (AjS)P (S). The prior

probability P (S) is determined directly from a lan-

guage model (LM). It guarantees that the rec-

ognized sentence, which is well interpreted from

the grammar point of view, can be selected with

maximum probability. Almost all language mod-

els to date decompose the probability of a sen-

tence into a product of conditional probabilities:

P (S)
def
= P (w1 � � �wn

) = P (wn

1 ) =
Q

n

i=1 P (wi
jh
i
),

where w
i
is the i-th word in the sentence, and

h
i

def
= wi�1

1 is called the history. An N -gram model

reduces the estimation dimensionality by model-

ing language as a Markov source of order N � 1:

(w
i
jh
i
) = P (w

i
jwi�1

i�N+1). The N -gram model has

always been most popular for a wide range of do-

mains because this simple and robust model can

adequately capture the local restrictions between

words and it can be easily integrated with the

recognition model. However, this approach is fre-

quently linguistically implausible because it blindly

discards relevant words that lie out of N � 1 posi-

tions in the past.

Recently, many attempts have been made to

improve the SLM performances. The vocabulary-

dimensionality reduction model such as N -POS

LM[2], category-based LM[3] and phrase-based

LM[4] reduces statistical data spareness by means

of word clustering or phrase units. It can make use

of more contexts than N -gram with the same com-

putational complexity. To capture long-distance

dependencies, many techniques were developed.

Ney[5] presented the skip N -gram model that is

the weighted sum of long-distance bigrams. Trig-

ger pairs[6] and variable N -gram[7;8] were also pre-

sented to utilize longer dependencies. Chelba[9]

presented a structure language model that incor-

porates syntax and semantics via a dependency

grammar. Because the dependency structure may

connect arbitrary words in a sentence, this tech-
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nique can incorporate the predictive power of words

that lie outside of bigram or trigram range. How-

ever, structure language model depends on com-

plete syntactic parsing, so the parsing accuracy and

computational complexity set some limits to this

model application. Furthermore, other structure

knowledge such as context free grammar and link

grammar[10;11] is introduced into language models

for improving their performances.

To incorporate statistical information from mul-

tiple sources, maximum entropy (ME) LM has been

presented[12]. Unlike the linear interpolation and

backo� model, in which separate models must be

constructed, ME only builds a combined model on

which each information source imposes a set of con-

straints. The intersection of these constraints is

the set of probability functions which are consistent

with all the information sources. The function with

the highest entropy within that set is the ME solu-

tion. ME takes all the previous words as possible

features, so training ME model is computationally

challenging and sometimes almost infeasible.

From the review above, we know that the im-

provement in language models mainly focuses on

three aspects: the solution of long-distance de-

pendencies, the integration of linguistic knowledge

into LM, and the general framework that com-

bines all kinds of knowledge. In Chinese, shallow

parsing has gotten some promising results[13;14].

However, due to the lack of �ne-annotated cor-

pora (such as Treebanks) and competitive syntactic

parser, it is infeasible to build a language model

that depends on the complete parsing technique

such as Chelba[9]. In this paper, an improved lan-

guage model incorporating linguistic structure into

maximum entropy framework is presented. The

proposed model combines trigram and structure

knowledge of base phrase in which trigram is used

to capture the local relation between words, while

the structure knowledge of base phrase is consid-

ered to represent the long-distance relations be-

tween syntactical structures. The knowledge of

syntax, semantics and vocabulary is integrated

into the ME framework. According to the parsed

base phrase structure, only the most predictive at-

tributes among word, POS, type of base phrase,

headword of base phrase, and POS of base phrase's

headword are chosen as features. Furthermore,

some practical techniques are employed in the

training of the model to reduce the computational

complexity.

The organization of this paper is as follows.

In Section 2 we introduce the maximum entropy

model. Section 3 discusses the training of the

model in detail. In Section 4 the testing method

of the model is proposed. Section 5 shows experi-

mental results. The conclusion is given in the last

section.

2 Maximum Entropy Model

Fig.1 illustrates the predictive relations among

the base phrase parsing results in the sentence:

\�������Æ
�����" (That dog in

the garden bites a rabbit to death), where dash

lines denote the possible predictive relations among

base phrase structures, and the spans of solid arc

are the results of base phrase parsing. \�"(dog),

\Æ"(bite), \��"(rabbit) are respectively the

headwords of base phrase. A trigram approach

would predict \Æ" from \����" whereas it is

intuitively clear that the strongest predictor would

be \�"(dog) which is outside the reach of even

4-gram. We combine the local relation of tri-

gram with the long-distance predictive ability of

the headword of base phrase through the following

ME model.

Fig.1. An example of the predictive relations among the

base phrase parsing results.

ME model was �rst proposed by Jaynes[15] in

the 1950's and then in 1992 was applied to lan-

guage models by Della Pietra[16]. Intuitively, ME

principle is simple: model all that is known and

assume nothing about what is unknown, that is,

given a collection of facts choose a model that is

consistent with all the constraints, otherwise keep-

ing as uniform as possible. ME model is de�ned

over H � V , where H is the set of possible word

and headword contexts, and V is the set of vocab-

ulary. The conditional probability p(wjh) is de�ned
as:

p(wjh) =
1

Z(h)
exp

�X
i

�
i
f
i
(h;w)

�
p(wjh�); (1)

where f
i
(h;w) 2 f0; 1g is called feature, and

�
i
is the associated weight that reects the im-

portance of the feature. p(wjh�) is the pro-

bability distribution of trigram, and the nor-

malization constant is expressed as: Z(h) =
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P
w2V

exp
�P

i

�
i
f
i
(h;w)

�
p(wjh�). V in the con-

ventional ME is de�ned as the whole set of

vocabulary. Experiments show that it is very

time-consuming for training the model parame-

ters. Thus it is modi�ed and rede�ned as V =

fwjf
i
(h;w)=1g, and h will be represented by word,

part-of-speech (POS) and base phrase through the

feature selection in Subsection 3.3. Only the words

that have connections with history h need to be

accumulated rather than the whole vocabulary. In

the programming, we look up the memory block

with word or POS in h as the index item in the

sorted feature database. For every item in the

memory block an array is built using the second

item w as ID, and the values with the same ID are

accumulated. At last, we sum up the exponential

of the value of each item. This method distinctly

reduces the training time, while maintains the com-

parative performance.

Under the ME formalism, the goal is to max-

imize the conditional entropy of a distribution

subject to certain constraints. A mathematical

measure of the uniformity of conditional distribu-

tion p(wjh) is provided by the conditional entropy:

H(p) = �
P

hh;wi
~p(h)p(wjh) log p(wjh).

The constraints are given by E
p
(f
j
) = E~p(fj)

(1 6 j 6 k), where k is the total number of fea-

tures. The constraints force the model to match

its feature expectations with those observed in the

training data.

The observed empirical feature expectation is

expressed as:

E~p(fj) =
X

hh;wi

~p(h;w)f
j
(h;w); (2)

where ~p(h;w) denotes the empirical distribution of

hh;wi in the training corpus.

The feature expectation of model is expressed

as: E
p
(f
j
) =

P
hh;wi

p(h;w)f
j
(h;w). However, H

is very large and the feature expectation E
p
(f
j
)

cannot be computed directly, so the following ap-

proximation is used:

E
p
(f
j
) �

X

hh;wi

~p(h)p(wjh)f
j
(h;w); (3)

where ~p(h) is the empirical distribution of the his-

tory h in the training corpus.

To estimate the parameter �
i
, Darroch and Rat-

cli� presented the generalized iterative scaling algo-

rithm (GIS) in 1972. Della Pietra et al. proposed

the improved iterative scaling algorithm (IIS) in

1995 on the basis of GIS. Here, IIS is used to train

the parameters in the ME model.

3 Training of the Model

3.1 Word Segmentation and POS Tagging

Because there are no explicit delimiters between

words in Chinese, input sentences are �rst word-

segmented and then POS-tagged. A uni�ed ap-

proach is introduced for word segmentation and

POS tagging. Let the sentence S = c1c2 : : : cl,

where c
i
denotes the i-th Chinese character. Q =

w1w2 : : : wn
is one of the possible full-segmentation

results matched through a dictionary of 88,000

words. T
q
= t1t2 : : : tn is one of possible POS tag-

ging sequences over Q, where t
i
2 TagSet . 45 POS

tags are de�ned in our TagSet. We denote hQ;T
q
i

as one of the word segmentation and corresponding

POS-tagging results. The goal is to �nd the word

segmentation and corresponding POS-tagging re-

sult hQ�; T �
q
i that maximizes P (Q;T

q
jS) among all

possible results, i.e.,

hQ�; T �

q
i = argmax

hQ;Tqi

P (Q;T
q
jS): (4)

P (Q;T
q
jS) can be expressed as P (Q;T

q
jS) =

P (QjT
q
; S)P (T

q
jS). Assuming statistical indepen-

dence of observations, we can get P (QjT
q
; S) =Q

n

i=1 P (wi
jt
i
; S). Furthermore, we assume that

the probability of being in the given state only de-

pends on the previous state (i.e., bigram). Thus

P (T
q
jS) = �

t1
a
t1t2

a
t2t3

: : : a
tn�1tn

. Emission prob-

ability P (w
i
jt
i
; S), transition probability a

ti�1ti

and initial state probability �
t1

can be estimated

with the hand-annotated (including word segmen-

tation and POS tagging) corpus of 700,000 Chi-

nese characters. A lattice Viterbi algorithm is em-

ployed for the calculation of (4). Experimental re-

sults show that the accuracy of segmentation and

POS tagging is about 98%[17].

3.2 Base Phrase Identi�cation and Head-

word Tagging

After word segmentation and POS tagging, the

sentence can be expressed as S = w1 � � �wn
, and the

corresponding POS sequence is T = t1 � � � tn. Seven
Chinese base phrases are de�ned, namely base noun

phrase (BNP), base verb phrase (BVP), base tem-

poral phrase (BTN), base location phrase (BNS),

base quantity phrase (BMP), base adjective phrase

(BADJP), and base adverbial phrase (BADVP)

(for more details see [14]). M = B1B2 : : : Blm

is de�ned as one of the possible results of base
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phrase, where the templates of base phrase B
i
=

t
ki
: : : t

ki+si (ki = k
i�1 + s

i�1 +1, 0 6 s
i
6 n� k

i
)

are extracted from the annotated base phrase cor-

pus.

The goal of base phrase identi�cation is to

�nd the result M� that maximizes P (M jS).
M� = argmax

M

P (M jS) = argmax
M

P (M;S), where

P (M;S) can be expressed as P (M;S) = P (SjM)

P (M). Through two assumptions in Subsection 3.1,

we can get P (SjM) =
Q

lm

i=1 P (Bi
! t

ki
� � � t

ki+si)

and P (M) = �
B1
a
B1B2

a
B2B3

� � � a
Bm�1

B
lm
. Emis-

sion probability P (B
i
! t

ki
� � � t

ki+si), transition

probability a
Bi�1Bi

and initial state probability

�
B1

can be estimated with the hand-annotated base

phrase corpus of 700,000 Chinese characters. Ex-

perimental results show that the accuracy of base

phrase identi�cation is about 93%.

Headword tagging mainly depends on the rules,

and they can be gotten as follows. First, some basic

templates de�ned in the linguistic book are given

for tagging the original corpus. Second, profes-

sional experts revise the tagging results. At last,

800 rules are extracted from the hand-annotated

corpus excluding the conicting rules.

3.3 Feature Selection

The aim of feature selection is to choose the

predictive feature information, that is, the selected

features have close relations with the word being

predicted. After word segmentation, POS tagging,

base phrase identi�cation and headword tagging,

the sentences are composed of the hybrid sequence

of words, POS, types of base phrase and headwords

of base phrase. In the sequence history, morpholo-

gies among POS, word, type of base phrase, POS

of base phrase's headword, and headword of base

phrase are chosen to construct the feature with the

current word through the following rules.

According to the POS predictive ability for

the long-distance dependency, POS tags are clas-

si�ed into three types. Let the template be

w
i
=t
i
; : : : ; w

j
=t
j
, and the current word be w

j
.

1) POS tags that use word forms as the predic-

tive features (w
i
; w

j
), e.g., ng (general noun), vg

(general verb), a (adjective), and d (adverb).

2) POS tags that use POS forms as the predic-

tive features (t
i
; w

j
), e.g., nx (Chinese surname),

nm (Chinese given name), nd (place name), ny

(translated name), nj (name for organizations or

institutions), nq (name for administrative units), t

(time word), s (location word), f (direction word),

and m (numeral).

3) POS tags that contribute nothing to predic-

tion, e.g., usd (auxiliary word) and c (conjunction).

Base phrases are divided into three classes in

the feature selection.

1) BVP, BADJP and BADVP construct the fea-

tures with the respective headwords.

2) BNP is subdivided into two kinds. One is

that POS of base phrase's headword is one of tags

nx, nm, nd, ny, nj and nq. Since the words with the

identical POS above have the same syntactic and

semantic function, we take POS of BNP's headword

as the feature to avoid the meaningless headword

enlargement and the feature individualization. The

other is that the rest parts of BNP construct the

features with their headwords.

3) BTN, BNS and BMP construct the features

with the types of base phrase.

The rules of feature selection are described as

follows.

1) For the pre�x in the form of the tem-

plate w
i
=t
i
; w

i+1=ti+1; : : : ; wj
=t
j
, the above classi-

�cations of POS tags and base phrase are applied

to select the most predictive features within the

windows of 3{10 words. The reason for the win-

dow beginning from the third word is to avoid the

features overlapping with trigram.

2) For the pre�x in the form of the template

w
i
=t
i
;BP ; : : : ; w

j
=t
j
, the above classi�cations of

POS tags and base phrase are applied to select the

most predictive features within the windows of 10

words. BP denotes one of base phrases.

3.4 Training Algorithm

According to the improved iterative scaling al-

gorithm and our procedure of feature selection, the

whole training algorithm is described as follows:

1) Split the history set H into h1; h2; : : : ; hs, and

get the features by feature selection.

2) Compute E~p(fj) using (2) for each feature fj

(j = 1; 2; : : : ; k).

3) Set �
(0)

j
= 1.

4) Do

Compute Ep(fj) using (3) and (1),

�
(t)

j
= �

(t�1)

j
+

1

C
ln

E~p(fj)

Ep(fj)
;

where C = max
hh;wi

P
i
fi(h;w):

Until the convergence criteria are met. �
j

(j = 1; 2; : : : ; k) are the trained parameters.
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4 Testing of the Model

In the testing of the model, P (S) is de�ned as

P (S) = max
M

Q
n

i=1 p(wi
jh
i
;M), where M denotes

one of the possible base phrase results. The inter-

pretation of P (S) is that the history depends on not

only the word history h
i
, but also the base phrase

structure M . The computation of p(w
i
jh
i
;M) is

the same as (1), and the di�erence is that the his-

tory of p(w
i
jh
i
;M) has structure knowledge of base

phrase. Thus we can only calculate the items cho-

sen from feature selection rather than all the rele-

vant or irrelevant words.

The forward A� stack decoding algorithm and

the backward Viterbi algorithm are introduced for

the computation of P (S). Because A� algorithm

operates with the whole pre�xes, it is ideal for lan-

guage models whose memory is the entire history.

The bigram model is used in the computation of

backward Viterbi algorithm, and the value of com-

putation is regarded as the heuristic function of the

A� forward algorithm.

In our test procedure, due to the e�ect of the

error of base phrase identi�cation, we employ a dy-

namic method to identify the base phrase rather

than the �xed method. The model selects the max-

imum probability from the possible base phrase

parsing results. When P (S) is selected, base phrase

identi�cation is implemented as a by-product at the

same time.

5 Experimental Results

To evaluate the behavior of the proposed model,

the LM perplexity is calculated. The corpus used in

our experiment is obtained from Family Collection

Book whose topics include politics, economics, lit-

erature, history, philosophy, and applied encyclope-

dia. After text �ltering, some corpus of 100M bytes

is divided into a training set (85MB) and test sets

(5MB, 10MB) without intersections among them.

We use the backo� trigram model as a baseline.

The maximum vocabulary size is limited to 60,000.

Using 5MB, 10MB, 20MB, 40MB and 85MB as the

training sets, the training time of improved lan-

guage models (ILM) is listed in Table 1 (with PIII

933MHz, 256MB memory PC), and the perplex-

ity comparisons between trigram and ILM are pro-

vided respectively in Table 2 on the 5MB test set

and in Table 3 on the 10MB test set.

Table 1. Training Time

Training (B) 5M 10M 20M 40M 85M

Time (h) 0.94 2.59 9.73 28.64 109.4

Table 2. The 5MB Test Set Results

Training (B) 5M 10M 20M 40M 85M

Trigram 220.2 197.0 187.8 168.6 146.1

ILM 160.7 145.3 150.2 123.5 112.7

Improv. 27% 26% 20% 27% 23%

Table 3. The 10MB Test Set Results

Training (B) 5M 10M 20M 40M 85M

Trigram 239.5 222.0 210.9 182.5 164.5

ILM 189.4 173.9 163.4 130.5 122.9

Improv. 21% 22% 23% 28% 25%

From the experimental results above, we know

that the proposed model has a better performance

than trigram. This is due to the integration of all

kinds of features in terms of linguistic structure to

represent the long-distance dependencies. Rosen-

feld reported it took hundreds of workstation days

to train the model of 40 million words with the

conventional ME. In our model, training time is

distinctly reduced because of the introduction of

base phrase parsing and some practical techniques.

The training time mainly depends on Step 4 of the

training algorithm in Subsection 3.4. The itera-

tion number M is decided by the feature number

k and de�ned as: M = f(k). The computation

of (3) is decided by (1). In the conventional ME,

the search time of the feature (h;w) is O(k). In

ILM, the search time is O(log k), because we can

get feature information through the hybrid Hash

and binary-search method in the sorted feature

database. The total time complexity of training

algorithm is O(f(k) � k � log k). Our method re-

duces not only the feature number k by the shallow

parsing to select the most predictive features, but

also the search time from O(k) to O(log k). Thus,

the algorithm improves the convergence rate and

reduces the training time.

To evaluate the behavior of the proposed model

for recognition, it is applied to continuous sign lan-

guage recognition. The 600 continuous sign sen-

tence samples are performed by three signers and

their length is 3{12 words. The model proposed in

[18] is employed as the sign model. Trigram and

ILM are integrated with the sign model for sign

language recognition, respectively. The recognition

results are listed in Table 4 where all recognition

methods employ the embedded training.

Table 4. The Results of Di�erent Language Models

Language model Trigram ILM

Recognition rate 90.2% 93.6%
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Experimental results show that ILM can in-

crease the sign language recognition rate by 3%

compared with trigram. Sign language is somewhat

di�erent from natural language, e.g., its meanings

are mainly expressed by content words, the func-

tion words are often omitted and sometimes the

subject and the predicate are hyperbatic, so we can

use base phrase structure to well represent these

features of sign language.

6 Conclusions

According to Chinese characteristics, an im-

proved language model incorporating linguistic

structure into maximum entropy framework is pre-

sented. The proposed model exploits structure

knowledge of base phrase to represent the long-

distance relations between syntactical structures

after word segmentation, POS tagging, base phrase

identi�cation and headword tagging. The knowl-

edge of syntax, semantics and vocabulary is inte-

grated into the maximum entropy framework. Ex-

perimental results show that the proposed model

improves by 24% for language model perplexity

and increases about 3% for sign language recog-

nition rate compared with the trigram model. ILM

provides a paradigm of integrating diverse linguis-

tic knowledge in a general framework for long-

distance dependencies in language models. Our

further work is to apply the proposed model to

signer-independent continuous sign language recog-

nition on a larger scale.
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